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Attention Parliament of the Republic of South Africa
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7 July 2017

Dear Ms Fubbs

Submission by the International Publishers Association in response to the South African Copyright Amendment Bill, no 13 of 2017

This submission is made by the International Publishers Association (IPA), the international federation of national publishers’ associations. Established in 1896, the IPA now has 70 publishers’ association members representing book and journal, paper and digital publishers from 60 countries. IPA’s membership includes the Publishers Association of South Africa (PASA).

The IPA made a submission to the Department of Trade & Industry in response to the Draft Copyright Bill, 2015. We wish to restate that submission in all respects, save only for section 8 of our submission. Some of the section numbers have changed from the Draft Bill to the current Bill, but in substance our comments remain the same. We also support the submission of PASA, a draft of which we have seen.

Our previous submission, dated 15 September 2015, is attached. Section 8 of our submission, which dealt with the criminalisation of copyright owners for ‘unreasonably’ not agreeing to grant permissions proposed in the Draft Bill, does not appear in the current Bill, and can therefore be discounted.

The IPA encourages Parliament to hear the creative industries and WIPO in compiling copyright legislation that is fit for the digital age and that gives effective protection to authors and to the publishers who invest in their works. To this end:

- South Africa should favourably consider accession to the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and the Marrakesh Treaty to Facilitate Access to Published Works for Persons Who Are Blind, Visually Impaired or Otherwise Print Disabled (the Marrakesh VIP Treaty) and IPA would support a comprehensive study to be carried out on the consequences of accession and be available for questions and clarifications.
The amended copyright legislation should enable ratification of WCT and the Marrakesh VIP Treaty. In this regard, we respectfully submit that the Bill falls short by not correctly and comprehensively dealing with the introduction of the exclusive right of ‘communication to the public’ and by not introducing the exclusive right of distribution at all. Only a full and consistent implementation of WCT will lead South Africa being able to fully implement the benefits of the Marrakesh VIP Treaty, therefore consistent and comprehensive application of the requirements of both these treaties is needed.

Copyright legislation should strengthen the hand of authors, but it should not destroy the value chain of copyright nor create a situation where an entire market is undermined by poorly thought-out and overbroad exceptions. There are real risks of this happening as an unintended consequence of parts of this Bill. If there is nothing to share, authors have nothing to gain.

We counsel against the de facto forfeiture of copyright to the State in cases where the work has been funded by the State, by which we understand to mean even partial funding. The provisions that accomplish this in the Bill are compounded by the State not being able to assign such copyright. We believe that these provisions can only work to the disadvantage of affected authors, who will then be denied an income from these works as a result.

Copyright policy must have, as a fundamental objective, the support of sustainable, high-quality educational content, sourced locally or serving localized content needs, and adapted to different local requirements. Without this, there will be no meaningful investment in copyright works meant for the educational market. Exceptions for education must recognise that educational publishers are the primary source of high-quality educational content, and must not apply to cases which can be individually or collectively licensed.

A switch from South Africa’s current tradition of ‘fair dealing’ exceptions to US-style ‘fair use’ and its incorporation of ‘education’ as a valid ‘fair use’ case (which is not the case in even the United States), is harmful to sustainable development and supply of educational content in South Africa and will also lead to endless, costly, fruitless litigation. We draw your attention to the disastrous effects on the local educational publishing of a similar shift in Canada in 2012 recounted in our earlier submission.

Noting the compulsory licences for translation of copyright works and reprinting of unavailable printed works, which seem to have their origin in the Appendix of the Berne Convention allowing certain leniencies for developing countries, we advise that we have yet to find a case where such licences have benefitted developing countries that adopted them. Products developed under these licences still need investment of funds.

Supervision of collective management organisations is a good goal, but we caution against a ‘one size fits all’ approach across all copyright industries. Sector-specific differences are important and must be respected by regulation.
It would seem to us that not only has the Department of Trade & Industry not seen fit to meaningfully consult with industry and to heed its warnings about the impact of provisions appearing in the Bill, but also that the Department has not carried out a proper assessment itself. If that is true, it is very disappointing. We also note that documents that could have assisted the public to understand the underlying policy, such as the Socio-Economic Impact Assessment System report on the Bill and the Regulatory Impact Assessment on the 2013 Draft National IP Policy, were not made available for this consultation.

We would welcome an opportunity to answer any questions you may have and present our perspective in more detail.

Yours sincerely

Art. 4(1)(b)
Dear Sir or Madam,

Consultation on the draft Copyright Amendment Bill published on 27 July 2015, extended response date: 16 September 2015

The International Publishers Association (IPA) is the international federation of national publishers associations, representing all aspects of book and journal publishing from around the world. Established in 1896, our 55 members are publishers associations representing book and journal, paper and digital publishers from over 50 countries. We are an industry association, but with an important human rights mandate: IPA’s mission is to promote and protect publishing and freedom to publish, and to raise awareness for publishing as a force for economic, cultural and political development.

IPA has two particular areas of expertise: education and copyright. We regularly participate in copyright reform consultations in national, regional and international fora. The IPA’s Educational Publishers Forum has also been monitoring educational copyright and procurement policy issues around the world since 2009. The IPA’s annual ‘What Works?’ conferences are events dedicated to identifying public policies that actually improve educational outcomes. The next conference, to which you are cordially invited, will take place on April 12, 2016 in London.

We have carefully examined the aforementioned draft Copyright Amendment Bill that your Department has published for consultation.

We would like to highlight a few aspects of the Bill where our expertise with respect to education, international law and our experience with a range of copyright frameworks around the world may inform your considerations and the national debate in South Africa.

We also support the detailed submission made by our South African member, the Publishers Association of South Africa, PASA.
1. General Policy Objectives

South Africa rightly gives education and access to knowledge and culture a high policy priority. There is a strong interest in making sure that the citizens of South Africa have access to high-quality schoolbooks and that literacy and reading strengthens national identity and diversity. Copyright plays an important role here, and the current Bill includes policy measures that intend to broaden access. At the same time, many proposed measures will impact on the ability of South African authors and publishers to write and publish for South African readers, including students.

As it does in other jurisdictions, South African copyright law will strongly determine whether local writers and local publishers will choose to devote their careers and invest their resources into writing and publishing local books.

Weakened South African copyright laws that enable uses without reward for creators or that undermine copyright enforcement will foster a dependence on content from foreign countries where strong copyright laws encourage creativity and investment. Currently, the South African publishing industry is well placed to compete with other publishing industries — particularly in the English speaking, developing world. Becoming a net exporter of knowledge-based goods in the future is predicated upon enabling a national copyright framework that nurtures and drives forward strong, national publishing and creative industries.

Exceptions play an important role in copyright law. They ensure that rights do not unnecessarily impede insubstantial or common-sense reproductions. Copyright exceptions, however, are not intended to enable users to avoid purchasing works altogether, nor in other ways to avoid providing creators and their publishers with appropriate remuneration. As the photocopying, digitization and making available of substantial parts of works has become more widespread, collective management organisations, such as DALRO, have stepped in to enable reasonable copying while ensuring simple, fair and balanced remuneration. These fundamental principles must be borne in mind as South Africa changes its copyright law.

2. South African and International Copyright Law

South Africa is a contracting party of the Berne Convention and the WIPO Convention, and it signed the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) in 1997. IPA welcomes the steps undertaken in the Bill to adapt national copyright law to international obligations with a view to acceding to the WCT. We also welcome all steps that will enable South Africa to accede to the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty.

3. WIPO Marrakesh Treaty

We would strongly urge South Africa to take this opportunity to implement the Marrakesh Treaty to Facilitate Access to Published Works for Persons Who Are Blind, Visually Impaired
or Otherwise Print Disabled. Thirty eight countries have already signed this Treaty and nine have ratified it. The World Blind Union and the International Publishers Association call for all WIPO Member States to ratify the Treaty as soon as possible. We are proud witnesses of the collaboration between national organisations representing persons with print disabilities and publishers in South Africa and believe treaty implementation can effectively complement that. The experience gained from such legislation and other technological and practical developments will inform policies that seek to improve access for other vulnerable groups.

4. Introducing a general copyright exception following the US ‘Fair Use’ doctrine

We take note that the Bill introduces the term ‘fair use’ into a number of copyright exceptions and also repeats wording from the current United States Copyright Act on ‘fair use’. IPA strongly advises against the introduction of ‘fair use’-type exceptions that follow the model of US copyright law.

‘Fair use’ is contentious even in the United States. It does not create legal certainty, but instead describes a legal battleground where the limits of what is and what is not allowed shift incessantly. ‘Fair use’ does not actually change the law so much as it opens the law to endless legal debate. The only true winners from such a move will be copyright and IP lawyers.

The current ‘fair use’ wording in US law reflects the state of judicial practice in 1976. But technology has changed, as have business models. Best practice in copyright has moved on: incremental uses can be conveniently licensed through collective licensing mechanisms; some corporations even predicate their business models on not needing to pay for the content to which their customers want to access.

Furthermore, not all scholars agree that the US ‘fair use’ doctrine, as it is currently applied and to the extent that its meaning in the United States is actually knowable, complies with the international obligations of the United States under international copyright law. The US Copyright Office’s own complex and growing index on ‘fair use’ clearly demonstrates the inability of the Copyright Office itself and its users to safely determine whether any specific act restricted by copyright law will or will not fall under this exception. The United States, a country with many court cases and with many well-funded, and occasionally litigious, stakeholders on either side of the debate, appears unable to provide stable judicial guidance towards something approaching legal certainty for the benefit of all concerned. The risks of legal uncertainty would be an even greater challenge for South African rightsholders and users alike.

1 http://copyright.gov/fair-use/fair-index.html
5. Education exceptions

The Bill seeks to expand exceptions for ‘educational activities’. The exceptions are broad, numerous, and definitions are ambiguous. The only real restriction on these exceptions is that the allowed use may not be for profit or commercial gain. Given the importance of non-commercial providers in the educational sector, these exceptions will, therefore, allow large scale, systematic and substantial copying of educational content without any compensation for rightsholders.

We ask that these exceptions be tightened with clear wording that limits uncompensated use to a small set of clearly circumscribed special cases, which in turn do not unreasonably prejudice the interest of authors and publishers.

Copyright exceptions are intended to allow a very limited set of uses. For example, special provisions in international treaties limit exceptions to ‘illustration for teaching’. Implementing the Bill as currently worded creates a clear risk that South Africa will be in violation of its international obligations under the Berne Convention. Under no circumstances do international copyright treaties allow exceptions that intend to ensure that the regular supply of educational content is provided under copyright exceptions. Exceptions are not intended to reduce costs for commercial or non-commercial suppliers, nor are they meant to replace functioning markets.

The exceptions being contemplated also create a great risk that the market in South African education will shrink to the point that it will no longer be able to sustain a local educational publishing industry.

Canada is a prime example of the dangerous consequences of such an approach. A recent study by PricewaterhouseCoopers\(^2\) has shown the dramatic impact that broad copyright exceptions can have on the provision of textbooks. The Canadian educational publishing industry has been dealt what many believe is a lethal blow. At least one Canadian education publisher has closed as a result, others are reducing staff, and the incomes of Canadian authors have been badly affected.

South Africa, with its unique culture, history, diversity and destiny has requirements that are unlike those of any other country. Such requirements are best satisfied by locally based, innovative and viable educational publishers who understand their readers and curricula, and know how to best deliver high-quality content. Our experience shows that a vibrant, competitive and open market is the best way to develop, produce and distribute such content effectively and efficiently, at an affordable price. IPA is not aware of a government anywhere in the world which can provide quality textbooks and secure their effective and efficient distribution at a price anywhere near the low cost that effective competition achieves in the most demanding global markets.

\(^2\) [http://www.accesscopyright.ca/media/94983/access_copyright_report.pdf](http://www.accesscopyright.ca/media/94983/access_copyright_report.pdf)
6. Unenforceability of contractual terms

Article 39A of the Bill would make contractual terms that override copyright exceptions unenforceable. IPA would like to draw your attention to possible unintended consequences.

Conflict between licensing terms and the scope and reach of exceptions which override contracts will create uncertainty. If copyright exceptions were allowed to overrule commercial terms, it is quite probable that this will lead to cases where there are disagreements between users and rightsholders.

Contracts, specifically licensing, are the mechanism by which digital products are made available to consumers. A blanket contract override, covering all conceivable provisions of the Act that allow certain uses, will make licensing unmanageable simply by virtue of the uncertainty it creates.

A case could be made for specific exceptions to provide that unfair contract terms be unenforceable. Such cases could cover circumstances where a contractual relationship between the rightsholder and the user is foreseen. This should be carefully evaluated, exception by exception. In many cases where publishers provide content to philanthropic endeavours for free or at extremely low cost, this is done under licence terms. For example, libraries in United Nations-designated Least Developed Countries that are given free access under the Research4Life programmes are asked not to pass this content on to other users and organisations that do not qualify for this philanthropic programme. Should such terms become obsolete this would actually deprive the most vulnerable of access to these programmes.

Equally, where publishers provide libraries for persons with print disabilities with digital files so they can make accessible copies in time for a synchronised national or international publication date, it would be very unfortunate (and commercially threatening to rightsholders) if licences could not prevent any other uses of those digital files.

In other cases, contract terms can actually provide useful practical distinctions or clarifications that replace the at-times less clear legal regulations — allowing users to make more extensive use with confidence.

7. Compulsory translations

The Bill introduces new translation exceptions and compulsory licences. We are unaware of any country that has been able to make successful use of the provisions as set out in the Annex to the Berne Convention. Likewise, we do not know of any instances where such compulsory licences have led to a substantial increase in the supply of translated works.

This proposed provision suggests that there is a lack of willingness on the part of publishers to license translations into South African languages, and that the removal of this obstacle will
lead to more translations. In practice, however, authors and publishers are more than happy to license translations at very low cost. The greatest obstacles to the more availability of more translated works remain, firstly, a lack of market incentives for such translations and, secondly, the paucity of suitable translators.

Publishers provide an important skill set and are willing to work with governments on developing fair and inexpensive translation programmes, provided there are incentives for the production of quality translations.

8. Criminalising Copyright Holders

IPA opposes the proposed section 27(4)(d) of the Act, which would create a criminal offence for ‘unreasonably’ withholding a copyright permission. The wording of the section is vague, but its basic tenet is wholly unsupportable both from the point of view of copyright and the point of view of criminal law.

From copyright point of view this is a provision in violation of Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention — a disproportionate limitation of the exclusive right of the author. And from the perspective of the criminal law, we submit that the proposed provision is so vague that it doesn’t constitute a sufficient basis to create a criminal offence, particularly an offence that carries a penalty of imprisonment for up to 10 years.

The above are our main concerns. We fully support the submission by the Publishers Association of South Africa, and would welcome an opportunity to answer any questions you may have and present our perspective in more detail.

Yours faithfully

Art.4(1)(b)

Art.4(1)(b)